Paper Based Testing: Assigning Test Forms
When the checking in the PBT test taker via GPS, this is the info that is provided on screen:

**Stream Name**: This is the Test Code which can be found on the back of the correct form booklet that should be provided to the Test Taker and should be bubbled in box 7 on the answer sheet.

On Form A we can see that the stream name provided on the back of the booklet matches the Stream Name, 2022109, found in GPS.
Please also note that the Form Name (A) correlates with the 6th character in the Form Code box on the back of the booklet.

Please enter this information on your answer sheet.
**Result ID:** This is the Appointment Number which should be bubbled in box 4 on the answer sheet.

**Note:** PSI’s Result ID is 7 digits, and the Appointment ID field expects 9. Please enter the 7-digit Result ID in the Appointment ID field starting at the left and leave the last two bubbles blank.